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Water
Rime of the Ancient Mariner
“Water, water every where and all
the boards did shrink; Water, water
every where, nor any drop to drink.”
~ Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Statistics from “The Water Project”
• Over half of the developing
world's primary schools do not
have access to water and
sanitation facilities.
The Grade 3 Learners had a fantastic end to their third Unit
of Inquiry with a trip to the theatre to watch Horrible Histories:
Ruthless Romans. The general consensus was that it was
“absolutely brilliant but it was a bit gross when the when the
mouse guts were pulled out!” The learners got their own
chance to show off their performing skills during the Chinese
New Year Celebrations and performed a mouse dance. They
were all conﬁdent as they got on stage and put on an shining
performance.

• In developing countries, as much
of 80% of illnesses are linked to
poor water and sanitation
conditions.
• 1 in 8 people worldwide do not
have access to safe and clean
drinking water.

Save the Date!
Land Based PE
13 February

Field Trip
18 February

Field Trip
27 February

Land based PE will run from
this week until the end of
term.

We will be visiting the Marina
Barrage in the morning. The
bus leaves at 8.0am sharp.

We will be visiting NeWater
Facility. The bus will be
leaving at 8.20am sharp.
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Mathematics
We have continued our work with equivalent
fractions and comparing fractions. The learners
will soon move on to adding unlike fractions and
will be working more with division and remainders.
As we begin our next unit on water the learners
will be focusing on capacity.

Literacy
In pairs, the learners created scripts on being
tolerant, open-minded or respectful and
presented them to the class. They had some
wonderful ideas and very creative ways of
expressing the different attitudes and proﬁles.

Unit Of Inquiry
Water is essential to life and a limited resource for
many people
This week we have begun our tuning in activities for
our next unit on water. We will be shifting our focus
back to non-ﬁction writing and will be doing more
independent learner directed research. Be prepared
for more research-based homework to come home
in the next few weeks.
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